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Note difference between
balanced and unbalanced

Atoms

Atoms can
form substances

Molecules:
clusters

of
atoms (H2O)

Crystal Lattices: large
grid structures (Silicon Dioxide)

Elements: a substance made of
only one type of atom

Compounds: a substance made up
of different types of atoms

Atoms are organised

We organise them into a table
known as the periodic table

There are 118 known elements.
91 found naturally, the others are

made by scientists.

Rows are known
as periods

The row number tells us how
many shells there are

Columns are known as
groups

The column number tells us
how many electrons are in the

outermost shell.

They are the tiny building blocks that make up all substances

Atoms are structured

Atoms are made up of Subatomic particles

Electrons (-) are very small and are
found circling the nucleus forming an

electron cloud

Electron Configuration:
details how many can fit in

each shell . . . 2,8,18,32

 We are using a 2,8,8,2 rule

The number of
electrons that can fit in each shell are limited

Electron shells: the
'layers' where

electrons circle the
nucleus

Protons (+) and Neutrons (no charge)
create the nucleus of the atom

The number of protons in the atom
determine what type of atom it is

The number of protons = Atomic Number

The combined mass of the
protons and neutrons =
Atomic Mass Number

Number of Neutrons = Mass number - Atomic Number

Atoms can form Isotopes

Atoms of the same element 
(ie the same number of protons) 

can have different numbers of neutrons.

The number of neutrons does not change 
their atomic number but it does change their

atomic mass number

Most elements have a
couple of isotopes

Carbon 12

Carbon 14

Carbon 13

Atoms can form
ionic charges

Charges are formed by
gaining or losing electrons

Electrons are only gained or lost
from the valence shell

1-3 electrons = loses
5-7 electrons = gains

If it loses electrons it
becomes positively charged

Called cations
(cats are cool)

If it gains electrons it
becomes negatively charged

Called anions 
(onions make me cry)

8 is Gr8 Rule
The rule says that an atom wants
a full outer shell and will lose or

gain electrons get it

This calcium has 2 valance
electrons so it will lose them

both and gain a 2+ charge

Atoms with charges will 
form ionic bonds/ionic compounds

When charged atoms combine, the result is
called a chemical formula

Swap and Drop is a
method used to write them

Naming ionic
compounds

Write the Cation first Write the Anion second, but
change the ending to 'ide'

Eg. Sodium + Chlorine = Sodium Chloride

Characteristics of ionic compounds

Hard

Brittle

High melting point

Can be dissolved
in a solution

If the solution is evaporated
they will recrystallise

Copper Sulphate Prac

When dissolved they can
conduct electricity

Example: Salt (NaCl)
dissolved in water

Always form a
crystal lattice

Isotopes can be
radioactive

Caused when the proton:neutron
ratio becomes unstable

Three types of
nuclear radiation

Alpha particle

Composed of 2
protons and 2 neutrons

Beta particle

Neutron decays into a
proton and a electron

The electron is the
beta particle The proton is added to the nucleus

increasing its atomic number

Gamma

In the form of a high energy 
electromagnetic wave

Similar to an X-Ray

Highly penetrating

Chemical reactions take
place around us

Law of Conservation of Energy

Matter cannot be
created or destroyed

Therefore, there must be the
same number of atoms on each

side of the formula

Reactants ➡  Products

Photosynthesis Example:

WORD: Carbon Dioxide ➕  Water ➡  Glucose sugar ➕  Water ➕ Oxygen

CHEMICAL: CO2 ➕ H2O ➡  C6H12O6 ➕ H2O ➕ O2

BALANCED CHEMICAL: 6CO2 ➕ 12H2O ➡  C6H12O6 ➕ 6H2O ➕ 6O2

We CAN put Coefficients in front of chemicals.
 We CANNOT add or change the Subscripts

Coefficients are the large numbers in front
Subscripts are the small numbers in the chemical

We add symbols
after each

chemical to
indicate what
state it is in. 
(s) - solid, 
(g) - gas,

(aq) - aqueous, 
(l) - liquid

Give off: light, sound, colour
change, bubbles, heat


